COPOLYMER LINE
A polymer made by reaction of 2 different monomers, with units of more than one kind. A blend of 2 different materials.

CO-EXTRUDED LINE
Made by a simultaneous extrusion of 2 or more different, yet compatible, materials through the same dye. Co-extruded lines provide a durable, soft, flexible inner core for strength surrounded by a tough, long wearing outer shell, giving a longer wear life and decrease in line breakage, fraying and line welding.

Fire™ trimmer line is a round shape that is durable against concrete and trees. The intense red color stands out against the landscape when breakage occurs.

Stealth™ trimmer line is a round shape that is durable against concrete and trees. The green color blends into the landscape when breakage occurs.

Buzz™ trimmer line is a precise square shape providing 4 cutting edges for a clean cut in tall, thick and heavy weed conditions.

Edge™ trimmer line has 6 cutting edges which provide more mass for long wear and delivers a clean cut instead of tearing. The green color blends into the landscape when breakage occurs.

Ninja™ trimmer line is perfect for medium size jobs where a professional finish is required. It is a long lasting, multipurpose line that is great for landscapers and residential use.

Optimum™ trimmer line provides 6 cutting edges, allowing more material mass for long wear and delivers a clean shear cut for less browning of grass tips. Quick and efficient cutting in more tall, thick and heavy weed conditions.

Razor™ trimmer line provides 5 cutting edges, allowing more material mass for long wear and delivers a clean shear cut for less browning of grass tips. With this line, you get improved fuel efficiency, reduced noise levels and trimmer vibrations. Delivers the most professional looking results.

For light trimming
For light trimming
For trimming and light edging
For trimming and light edging
For moderate edging and heavy trimming
For moderate brush clearing
For heavy brush clearing

Stens has parts and trimmer line that work great with battery and electric operated trimmers

For Pricing and Net Priced Item Identification, Please Refer To Price List